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ABSTRACT Intrusion detection as one of the most important approaches to guarantee wireless sensing
network security has been studied adequately in previous work. However, with the development of electronic
anti-reconnaissance technology, the intruder may obtain the location information of detection nodes and
perform path planning to avoid being detected. Such intruder is defined as an ‘‘empowered intruder’’ who
will bring new challenges for traditional intrusion detection methods. Moreover, some subareas may have
coverage holes due to random initial deployment of detection nodes, the desired effect of detection cannot
be achieved. To address these issues, we propose a vehicle collaboration sensing network model, where
mobile sensing vehicles and static sensor nodes cooperate to provide intrusion detection against empowered
intruders. Our proposal (named as IDEI) consists of a target pursuit algorithm of mobile sensing vehicles and
a sleep-scheduling strategy of static nodes. Mobile sensing vehicles will track the empowered intruder and
fill up the coverage breaches, while static nodes follow a sleep-scheduling mechanism and will be awakened
by detection nodes nearby when the intruder is detected. Simulation experiments are conducted to compare
our proposal with existing methods such as KMsn and MTTA in terms of intrusion detection performance,
energy consumption and moving distance of sensor nodes. The parameter sensitivity of IDEI is also studied
with extensive simulations. The theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate that our proposal can
achieve better efficiency and availability.

INDEX TERMS Vehicle collaboration sensing network, intrusion detection, target pursuit, empowered
intruders, wireless sensor networks (WSNs).

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a multi-hop and self-
organized network formed from a large amount of wireless
sensor nodes via wireless communication [1] which is char-
acterized by low cost and easy to deployed. It has been widely
adopted in real world applications such as environment per-
ception, modern logistics and military reconnaissance, where
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multiple sensor nodes work collaboratively to perform moni-
toring, detection and tracking of specific targets or intruders.
Particularly, WSNs based intrusion detection system can be
applied to solve security problems from border patrol, region
monitoring and post-disaster rescue [2] and has become one
of the focuses of current research. It requires a continuous
tracking and monitoring [3] mechanism for the intruder and
can therefore be modeled as the coverage optimization prob-
lem to achieve persistent and high-quality coverage of the
intruder.
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Current studies on intrusion detection can be divided into
two categories. The first one focuses on conducting more
accurate localization [4] and trace prediction of the target by
utilizing the sensing information from multiple nodes based
on decision fusion or local voting techniques. The second
one studies the deployment and movement strategy of sensor
nodes to achieve improved dynamic coverage of the target [5],
which can be viewed as an extension of traditional coverage
optimization problems and is the concern of this paper.

The quality of coverage is significantly affected by the ini-
tial deployment location of the sensor nodes. Unfortunately,
due to the remote or hostile sensing environments (e.g., bor-
der patrol or region monitoring), sensor deployment cannot
be performed manually in most applications. Thus, sensors
are usually deployed by scattering them from an aircraft;
however, the actual landing position cannot be controlled
due to the existence of wind and obstacles such as trees
and mountains. Consequently, some subareas may not have
sufficient sensor coverage no matter how many sensors are
dropped, and some subareas may even have coverage holes
(i.e., areas that are not covered by any sensor node).

To overcome the above problem, it is crucial to add some
mobile sensors for intrusion detection, which can be achieved
by the recent advancements of embedded hardware and
miniaturized robotics [6]. Mobile sensors have the same sens-
ing capability as static sensors and they are able tomove to the
correct locations for providing the desired coverage after the
initial deployment. Unfortunately, these mobile nodes are not
capable of detecting and tracking intruders except to improve
the quality of coverage. Even worse, with the development of
electronic anti-reconnaissance technology, the intruder in real
world applications might be equipped with sensing devices
which can obtain the location information of detection nodes
and perform path planning to avoid being detected. Such
intruder is defined as an ‘‘empowered intruder’’, different
from the naive intruder, its smart behavior of getting rid of
sensor node’s tracking make it intractable. Therefore, how to
design an effective intrusion detection scheme for empowered
intruders is a challenging problem.

Traditional intrusion detection schemes for border
patrol or regionmonitoring are based on the centralized archi-
tecture. When the detection nodes find an intruder, they will
send the information to the base station or cluster node which
will take corresponding measures after information analysis
and processing. The process will require frequent interaction
between the detection nodes and the base station or cluster
node, which will not only occupy a large amount of net-
work bandwidth but also increase the transmission delay of
network, resulting in delayed emergency treatment, such as
intruder fleeing or sabotage event. Therefore, the traditional
centralized architecture is unsuitable for real scenarios, espe-
cially against empowered intruders. To achieve local com-
puting, mobile nodes need to be able to record and process
the trajectories of tracked intruders in real time, however,
ordinary mobile nodes do not have this capability.

FIGURE 1. Architecture of the vehicle collaboration sensing network for
intrusion detection.

The collaboration of mobile sensors and static ones brings
a new frontier of research in WSNs. Inspired by the powerful
mobile computing, communication, positioning and informa-
tion processing capabilities of unmanned automatic vehicle,
especially unmanned armored vehicle, we take mobile sens-
ing vehicle as the mobile nodes and combine them with the
static nodes to form a vehicle collaboration sensing network.
In addition, to satisfy the requirements of low latency and
high-quality service in intrusion detection, we have incor-
porated the concept of edge computing into the vehicle col-
laboration sensing network. Edge computing [7], [8] is a
technology that allows computing to be performed at the edge
of a network so that computing occurs near data sources.
As shown in Fig.1, in our scheme, we select a mobile sensing
vehicle to act as an edge computing node in a region. Detec-
tion nodes will communicate with the edge computing node
when they find an intruder. Subsequently, edge computing
node informs the published tracking decisions to all the rele-
vant mobile sensing vehicles, then the corresponding mobile
vehicles can follow the instructions to track the intruder and
fill the coverage holes.

However, in this paper, we mainly focus on proposing a
vehicle collaboration sensing network model, where mobile
sensing vehicles and static sensor nodes cooperate to pro-
vide intrusion detection against empowered intruders. The
model aims to achieve a high coverage rate with less energy
consumption caused by detection nodes, and meanwhile to
record and process the trajectories of tracked intruders in
real time. Therefore, we design a movement strategy of the
mobile sensing vehicles and a sleep-scheduling strategy of
static nodes.

The contributions and novelty of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:
• We define and model the movement of empowered

intruders for the first time. The empowered intruder is
able to obtain location information of detection nodes
and will perform path planning to reduce the probability
of being detected.

• We propose a vehicle collaboration sensing network
model where mobile sensing vehicles and static sensor
nodes cooperate to provide intrusion detection against
empowered intruders. Furthermore, an intrusion detec-
tionmechanism IDEI is designed.Wherein, a distributed
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target pursuit algorithm of mobile sensing vehicles is put
forward to achieve effective tracking of the empowered
intruder. And a sleep-scheduling strategy of static nodes
is proposed to reduce the energy consumption and pro-
long the lifetime of the network. In addition, we select
a mobile sensing vehicle as the edge computing node to
realize the requirements of low latency and high-quality
service.

• Theoretical analysis and simulation experiments demon-
strate that our proposal achieves an improved intrusion
detection performance with a reasonable energy con-
sumption when compared to other classical intrusion
detection methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. System model and assumptions are
described in Section III. In Section IV, we model the empow-
ered intruder and compare it with the traditional naive
intruder. The intrusion detection method for empowered
intruder based on vehicle collaboration sensing network is
proposed in Section V. Simulation results and discussions are
presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the whole
paper.

II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, the intrusion detection problem of
WSNs can be modeled as the coverage optimization prob-
lem to achieve continuous and high-quality coverage of the
intruder [9]. The coverage optimization of WSNs has been
extensively studied and can be classified into three categories:
Regional coverage [10], target coverage [11] and barrier cov-
erage [12]–[14]. Target coverage requires the sensor network
to monitor and collect data from some given targets while
barrier coverage studies the probability of an object being
detected when crossing the monitoring area [15]. Both target
coverage and barrier coverage can be applied to intrusion
detection in WSNs [16]. Based on the mobility of sensor
nodes, studies on intrusion detection problem of WSNs can
be further divided into the following three categories.

A. STATIC SENSOR NETWORKS
A series of intrusion detection schemes based on static sensor
networks have been proposed. Sharmin et al. [17] addressed
the joint problem of maximizing the sensing coverage quality
and the network lifetime for covering heterogeneous targets
and a greedy algorithm is proposed to balance sensing qual-
ity and network lifetime. A k-nearest neighbor node track-
ing algorithm based on Voronoi diagram is suggested by
Liu et al. [18]. However, the algorithm needs global infor-
mation to build the Voronoi diagram at initialization stage so
it does not scale well when network grows. Silvestri et al.
designed an optimal construction of barrier coverage which
can be applied in building intrusion detection system [19].
However, the number of sensors needed to build a complete
barrier is considerably large.

The locations of sensors in static sensor networks are fixed
after initial deployment. Therefore, there will be coverage

breaches when the network is sparse thus it’s hard for static
sensor networks to ensure intrusion detection performance.

B. MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKS
Mobility of sensor nodes can be utilized to fill up the cov-
erage breaches and improve the intrusion detection perfor-
mance [20]. Zhou and Roumeliotis [21] studied the problem
of optimal trajectory for a team of mobile sensors tracking a
moving target with distance measurements only. Simulation
results showed that the proposed algorithm achieved desirable
performance with linear time complexity. Keung et al. [22]
introduced the kinetic theory of gas molecules in physics to
model the movement of the intruder and mobile sensors. The
result indicated that mobile sensor networks achieve better
k-coverage of the intruder. Mahboubi et al. [23] proposed
a grid-based strategy for mobile sensor networks to track
a moving target in obstacle environment. This strategy is
proved to be feasible by using the shortest path algorithm.
Liu et al. [5] discussed the optimal movement strategy of
the intruder and mobile sensors which represents a Nash
equilibrium of a zero-sum game. It should be noted that this
optimal strategy assumes that both participants have complete
knowledge of the location and movement information of their
opponents, which is not practical in real world applications.

C. HYBRID SENSOR NETWORKS
Mobile sensor networks achieve more satisfactory intru-
sion detection quality than static sensor networks. However,
mobile sensors will increase the sensor network cost, which
also makes routing and information exchange become very
complicated, thus it is not suitable for large-scale deployment.
Hybrid sensor networks which consist of both static and
mobile sensors can take advantage of sensors’ mobility while
taking the deployment cost into account, thus have become
the focus of current research.

Lambrou [24] established a hybrid sensor network com-
posed of a sparsely deployed static sensor network and a
number of mobile sensor nodes and studied its dynamic
coverage. Wang et al. [25] proposed a distributed action-
force based movement strategy to achieve multiple target
tracking by using mobile sensors and static sensors. The
method guaranteed tracking success probability with low
energy consumption. Zhang and Fok [6] focused on how
to redeploy mobile sensor nodes to improve network cover-
age in hybrid WSNs. They proposed a two-phase coverage-
enhancing algorithm for hybrid wireless sensor networks.
Considering the particularity of border patrol, Sun et al. [26]
introduced a hybrid wireless sensor network architecture for
border patrol systems. The system can reduce the intensive
human involvement and improve the detection accuracy of
current border patrol systems.

For the reason that the path exposure [27] can quantify
WSNs’s continuous monitoring of target, it has been utilized
in many literatures to evaluate the performance of intrusion
detection schemes. Meguerdichian et al. [27] formulated
exposure as the integration of the perceptual intensity along
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the target trace and studied the minimal path exposure prob-
lem (a.b. MEP) to evaluate the worst-case coverage of the
target. They proposed a grid-based approach by discretiz-
ing the problem into the shortest path problem in weighted
graph. Veltri et al. [28] obtained the closed-form solution of
the single sensor MEP problem and developed a localized
approximation algorithm to decide the minimal exposure
path. The studies onMEP problem has enlightened us to come
upwith the empowered intruder model and further investigate
the possible intrusion detection methods.

In order to detect and track intruders, movement strat-
egy for mobile sensing vehicles should be considered.
Liu et al. [29] proposed an intrusion detection algorithm
based on parallel intelligent optimization feature extraction
and distributed fuzzy clustering in WSNs, but the experi-
ment deployment in the scheme was relatively stable, which
could not accurately describe the movement characteristics
of intruders and nodes. The pursuit-evasion problem which
studies the optimal motion strategy of the pursuer and the
evader [30] has been a classical issue in robotic science.
Bopardikar et al. [31] studied the classic Lion and Man
problem in which the sensing abilities of both participants
are constrained. They put forward a sweep-pursuit-capture
pursuer strategy when the evader follows a reactive model.
This sensing constrained situation resembles the intrusion
detection problem with empowered intruders. Based on the
pursuit-evasion problem, we propose an intrusion detection
scheme for empowered intruders based on vehicle collabora-
tion sensing network. The proposed scheme achieves effec-
tive monitoring of the empowered intruder with rather low
energy consumption.

FIGURE 2. Intrusion detection scenario with vehicle collaboration sensing
network.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS
We consider a hybrid vehicle sensing network scenario con-
sisting of static nodes (SN) and mobile sensing vehicles
(e.g., armored vehicles) (MSV) deployed in a rectangle belt
region Z , as shown in Fig.2. The aim of an intruder (I ) is
to travel across the boundaries of region Z . The static nodes
and the mobile sensing vehicles play as detection nodes,
which cooperate to locate and track intruders. When some

static nodes detect an intruder, the mobile sensing vehicles
can take advantage of their mobility to quickly track it. The
initial deployment of SN and MSV follows a spatial Poisson
distribution.

The set of SN and MSV in region Z is denoted as {Si}, i =
1, 2, . . . ,N , among which the number of SN is K and the
number of MSV is L, we have N=K+L. We then define the
perceptual model of node and the performance evaluation
metrics of intrusion detection tasks adopted in this paper.

A. PERCEPTUAL MODEL
Definition 1 (Perceptual Intensity): The perceptual inten-
sity [27] of node Si on target I is defined as:

Int (Si) =
α

[d (Si, I )]K
(1)

where d (Si, I ) is the Euclidean distance between the node Si
and the target I . α is a positive constant and K is a distance
related parameter. The values of both α and K depend on
the sensitivity and technical characteristic of sensing module.
Greater distance between the node and target results in less
perceptual intensity.
Definition 2 (Perceptual Probability):We adopt the proba-

bilistic sensor model in [10] where sensor Si can detect target
I with a probability of:

c(Si) =


0, if d (Si, I ) ≥ R0
e−λa

β
, if R1 < d (Si, I ) < R0

1, if d (Si, I ) < R1

(2)

where a = d (Si, I ) − R1 and R0, R1 are critical sensing
ranges. Namely the target will always be detected by some
nodes if the distance between the two is less than R1 and will
never be detected if the distance is greater than R0. λ and β
are parameters that measure detection probability when the
distance is between R0 and R1. The values of λ and β depend
on the technical characteristics of various types of physical
sensor devices. Compared with the binary sensor model, the
probabilistic sensor model considers the influence of error
and noise, which conforms to features of real sensor nodes.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS
The probability of target I at point u being undetected by
nodes is:

Probneg(u) =
N∏
i=1

(1− c(Si)) (3)

where c(Si) is defined in Eq. (2) and u is a point inside
the monitoring area. Target I to be undetected at point u
indicates it will not be detected by both SN and MSV, thus
the probability is the product of all individual probabilities.
Definition 3 (Probability of the Intruder Remaining Unde-

tected While Crossing): Consider the intruder crosses the
monitoring area along path P, the probability of the intruder
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remaining undetected is:

Probneg (P) =
∏
ui∈P

Probneg (ui) (4)

Namely, the intruder will not be detected at all points
along the path. Thus, the overall probability of the intruder
remaining undetected is the product of probabilities at each
individual point.

Eq. (4) can be used to evaluate the performance of intrusion
detection, especially in the case of sparsely deployed sensor
networks where the detection rate of intruders cannot be
guaranteed.
Definition 4 (Path Exposure): If the intruder crosses the

network along path p(t) in time interval [t1, t2], then the path
exposure [32] in the process is defined as:

E (p (t) , t1, t2) =

t2∫
t1

I (F, p (t))

∣∣∣∣dp (t)dt

∣∣∣∣ dt (5)

which is a path integral along p(t) where I (F , p(t)) represents
the perceptual intensity on target I at time t. We have:

I (F, p (t)) =
N∑
i

Int (Si) (6)

namely, the perceptual intensity is the sum of the intensities
from all individual nodes. Int (Si) is defined in Eq. (1). Eq. (5)
is also used to evaluate the intrusion detection quality of the
sensor networks.

To formulate the movement strategy of the empowered
intruder and the mobile sensing vehicles, the following
assumptions are made with regard to their moving and sens-
ing capabilities.

1. The empowered intruder has a maximal velocity of
VI and is able to move with any velocity within [0,VI ] in
any chosen direction. The empowered intruder is capable of
discovering both static nodes and mobile sensing vehicles
nearby within a range of RsenI and knows about their respec-
tive distance and orientation from the intruder itself.

2. The mobile sensing vehicles have a maximal velocity
of Vmsv and can move with any velocity within [0,Vmsv] in
any chosen direction. Similarly, mobile sensing vehicles can
sense the intruder and other static nodes nearby and obtain
their distance and orientation information.

3. There is a mobile sensing vehicle that acts as an edge
computing node in each monitoring area. The edge node can
integrate the information obtained from the static nodes and
other mobile vehicles andmake the corresponding scheduling
decision.

4. The static nodes follow the sleep-scheduling scheme
in [33] when the network is not involved in intrusion detection
tasks.

IV. THE EMPOWERED INTRUDER
With the above problem statement and definitions, we now
introduce the model of the empowered intruder. The goal
of the empowered intruder is to plan its path according to

the knowledge of detection nodes’ locations to minimize its
path exposure when crossing the monitoring area. Instead,
the design goal of intrusion detection system is to maximize
this path exposure to achieve a high-quality monitoring of the
intruder.

A grid-based algorithm to solve the general MEP problem
is proposed in [27]. The algorithm constructs a weighted
graph (the weight represents the exposure level of corre-
sponding path) according to the deployment of sensors and
transforms the MEP problem into a shortest path problem of
the weighted graph. The construction of the weighted graph
relies on the global information. In the intrusion detection
context, this means that the intruder should know about the
locations of detection nodes in the network in order to find
a minimal exposure path. It is hardly possible for intruders
in practical applications to have such complete knowledge of
the whole sensor field, therefore empowered intruders cannot
perform path planning with the algorithm in [27].

FIGURE 3. The intruder and nearby nodes.

Anaive approach tominimize path exposure is tominimize
the integral term I (F, p(t)) in Eq. (5). A polar coordinate
system with the origin at current location of the intruder is
established in Fig.3. Substitute Eq. (1) into Eq. (6), we have:

I (F, p (t)) = I (r, θ) =
N ′∑
i=1

α

d (Si, I )K

= α

N ′∑
i=1

(
r2 + r2i − 2rri cos (θ − θi)

)−K/2
(7)

where N ′ represents the number of detection nodes (involved
mobile sensing vehicles and static nodes) within the sensing
range of the intruder, (ri, θi) is the coordinate of sensor Si,
(r, θ) is the coordinate of the destination of the intruder.
To obtain the minimum of I (F , p(t)), we need to solve the
following optimization problem:

min α

N ′∑
i=1

(
r2 + r2i − 2rri cos (θ − θi)

)−K/2
s.t.

{
r ≤ VI ·1t
θ ∈ [0, 2π)

(8)
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where 1t is the time slot between two path planning calcu-
lations, which can be assigned the same value as the sens-
ing circle of sensor node. This is an extremum problem of
bivariate function in which the extremum will be obtained
at stationary point or on the boundary. We then calculate the
partial derivative as follows:

∂I (r, θ)
∂r

=−
αK
2
·

N ′∑
i=1

[r2+r2i −2rri cos (θ−θi)]
(
−
K
2 −1

)

· [2r − 2ri cos (θ − θi)]

}
= 0

∂I (r, θ)
∂θ

=−
αK
2
·

N ′∑
i=1

[r2+r2i −2rri cos(θ−θi)]
(
−
K
2 −1

)

· [2rri sin (θ − θi)]

}
= 0

(9)

There is no analytic solution for the above equations and
calculating a numerical solution will incur significant cal-
culation overhead for the intruder. Besides, the accuracy of
the numerical solution relies heavily on the accuracy of the
known quantities. Considering the fact that there are noises
and errors in the localization process which results in the
inaccuracy of ri and θi, the approach to minimize I (F,p(t))
is not appropriate.

FIGURE 4. The force that acts on the intruder.

In view of this, we will take a low-complexity heuristic
movement strategy for the empowered intruder. As shown
in Fig.4, the empowered intruder discovers all detection
nodes around itself within a range of RsenI and acquires the
correlative distance and orientation information. It then tries
to move away from thesemodes. Eq. (10) considers the action
force from nodes Si on the intruder:

EFi =
kr

d (Si, I )γ
· EeSiI (10)

where EeSiI is the unit vector from Si to I , kr is the coefficient
of action force and γ is the distance parameter. The magni-
tude of the action force shows inverse correlation with the
distance between Si and I because the intruder tends to move
away from the nearest neighboring node in the first priority.

Denote the set of detection nodes (involved mobile sensing
vehicles and static nodes) within the sensing range of the
intruder as S ′, we have the final action force which decides
the direction of the intruder’s movement:

EF =
N ′∑
i=1

EFi =
N ′∑
i=1

kr
d (Si, I )γ

· EeSiI (11)

The strategy of moving along EF indicates the following
results: first, the intruder will escape from the nearest node
to avoid being accurately detected; second, when there are
multiple nodes around, EF will point towards the coverage
breach where there are less or no detection nodes. Therefore,
the intruder will be moving towards the coverage hole and
will not be detected. It should be mentioned that the compu-
tational cost of this action force is negligible compared to the
optimization problem of Eq. (9).

FIGURE 5. The trajectories of two types of intruders in static sensor
networks.

Simulation experiments are conducted to analyze the effect
of the strategy taken by the empowered intruder. The empow-
ered intruder and the naive intruder will cross the same
random deployed static sensor network and their respective
average path exposure will be compared. Parameters except
for the number of sensors are described in Tab.1. Fig.5 shows
the procedure of intruder crossing the monitoring area with
100 sensors deployed, and the circles in Fig.5 are the sens-
ing range of sensors. Fig.5-(a) shows the trace of the naive
intruder which is not capable of deliberately avoiding sensors
while Fig.5-(b) shows the trace of the empowered intruder.
It can be seen that by taking the action-force-based moving
strategy, the empowered intruder is able to adjust its moving
direction to avoid being detected by sensors.

Fig.6 shows the comparisons regarding the average path
exposure of the naive intruder and the empowered intruder
when separately crossing the sensor field. The result is the
average of 100 experiments. It can be seen that the average
path exposure of the empowered intruder is significantly
less than that of the naive intruder, which indicates that the
empowered intruder can effectively avoid being detected by
traditional intrusion detection systems of WSNs. Besides, the
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FIGURE 6. The path exposure of various type of intruders.

‘‘minimal path exposure’’ in Fig.6 is the result of the grid-
based approach in [27] and is further less than the path expo-
sure of empowered intruder. However, the global information
is required by this approach and its time complexity is very
great.

The time complexity of the algorithm in [27] is O(V 3),
whereV is the number of vertices of the constructed weighted
graph. The running time will be c1 · V 3

· t0, where t0 is the
average running time of basic calculation statement and c1 is
a constant, which are both platform dependent. Furthermore,
the action force-based moving strategy taken by the empow-
ered intruder only relies on local information and has a time
complexity of O(1) for making a single decision. Therefore,
the total running time is c2 · f ·T · t0, where f is the frequency
of decision making, T is the total time to travel across the
sensor field and c2 is a constant.

FIGURE 7. The running time of two path planning algorithms.

Fig.7 shows the running time of the two approaches (the
experimental environment is described in Section VI) under
different sizes of the monitoring area, here we set f as 50 Hz
and the aspect ratio of the area is fixed as 4:1. Construction
details of the weighted graph and the value of V can be found
in [27]. It can be seen from Fig.7 that the running time of the
strategy taken by the empowered intruder grows significantly
slower than that of the grid-based algorithm when the size of
network grows.

V. INTRUSION DETECTION FOR EMPOWERED INTRUDERS
In this section, we propose the intrusion detection mecha-
nism for empowered intruders based on vehicle collaboration
sensing network. The proposed scheme includes a movement
strategy of mobile sensing vehicles and a sleep-scheduling
mechanism of static nodes.

A. MOVEMENT STRATEGY OF MOBILE SENSING VEHICLES
Mobile sensing vehicles can switch between three different
motion states: patrol, simple tracking and local cooperation.

Generally, themobile sensing vehicle is initialized in patrol
mode with no intruder around. It will switch to simple track-
ing mode when there is an intruder within its sensing range
and to local cooperation mode when there are both intruders
and static nodes around. It will switch back to patrol mode to
save energy when there are no intruder or static nodes around.
The detailed state chart is illustrated in Fig.8.

FIGURE 8. The state transition diagram of mobile sensing vehicles.

1) PATROL
In the absence of an intruder within the mobile sensing vehi-
cle’s sensing range, the mobile sensing vehicle will be in
the low-speed patrol state. It will follow uniform motion to
monitor the uncovered area and its velocity will be limited
in order to save energy. It will only change the direction of
its velocity when arriving the boundary of the area. It will
switch to other motion states when there is an intruder inside
its sensing range.

2) SIMPLE TRACKING
When the mobile sensing vehicle discovers that there is an
intruder inside its sensing range while there are no static
nodes inside its sensing range, it will switch to simple track-
ing mode. This means that the mobile sensing vehicle will
adopt a simple yet effective strategy to decide its movement:
it will move towards the position where the intruder was last
discovered.

Consider the situation in Fig.9 at time t , it assumes that the
intruder has the same maximal speed with the mobile sensing
vehicle (the influence of maximal speed will be analyzed
in Section VI). Pt ,Et are the locations of the pursuer and
the evader (the intruder) respectively. The mobile sensing
vehicle will move along

−−→
PtEt by adopting simple tracking

strategy. Pt+1,Et+1 are the locations of the pursuer and the
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FIGURE 9. The simple tracking scene.

evader (the intruder) respectively at time t + 1. Then we
have |Pt+1Et+1| ≤ |Pt+1Et | + |EtEt+1| = |Pt+1Et | +
|PtPt+1| = |PtEt |, which indicates that the distance between
the intruder and mobile sensing vehicle is non-incremental.
Note that the distance remains unchanged when and only
when the evader also moves along the vector from Pt to Et .
However, the intruder also needs to avoid static nodes along
its path so the direction of its velocity will change over time,
which results in the decrease of the distance between the
mobile sensing vehicle and the intruder and that satisfies
lim
t→∞
|PtEt | = 0.

The above discussion demonstrates the effectiveness of the
simple tracking strategy.

3) LOCAL COOPERATION
When the mobile sensing vehicle discovers that there are
both intruder and static nodes inside its sensing range, it will
switch to local cooperation state. As the strategy taken by the
empowered intruder is to escape from detection nodes and
move towards the coverage hole, it is reasonable to utilize
the mobility of mobile sensing vehicle to achieve two effects.
Firstly, themobile sensing vehicle should shorten the distance
between the intruder and itself, secondly, it should try to fill
the coverage hole of the static node network.

FIGURE 10. The local cooperation strategy.

Consider the situation in Fig.10, the velocity of mobile
sensing vehicle MSV is composed of two mutually indepen-
dent vectors. Vector Ev// targets at I from MSV and its magni-
tude is set as 1. Ev// represents the tendency to be closer to the
target. Vector Evτ is perpendicular to the line connectingMSV

and I and points to the side which has less static nodes. The
magnitude of Evτ is k1 · (1n)ω, where 1n is the difference of
the number of static nodes on both sides of the line connecting
MSV and I , k1, ω are constant coefficients which can be set
to modify the weights of the two motion components.

In local cooperation mode, the mobile sensing vehicle will
try to get closer to the intruder and compensate for the cover-
age breach of static nodes. Mobile sensing vehicles cooperate
with static ones to provide more effective intrusion detection.

In summary, the mobile sensing vehicle will decide its
motion state with the information perceived and adjust its
velocity accordingly. It should be noted that the speed of
the mobile sensing vehicle in state 2 and state 3 should be
relatively high (might reach maximal speed if necessary) in
order to track the intruder effectively.

B. SLEEP-SCHEDULING MECHANISM OF STATIC NODES
In order to reduce the energy consumption of the entire net-
work and prolong its lifetime, a sleep-scheduling mechanism
should be considered when designing intrusion detection
scheme. In this paper, the static nodes in IDEI adopt the
following sleep-scheduling strategy:

1. When the network is in idle state, the network formed
by static nodes will follow SPAN [33] to save energy;

2. When an active static node detects the existence of the
intruder, it will broadcast wake-up signal to all nodes within
its communication range;

3. When a mobile sensing vehicle detects the existence of
the intruder and static nodes, it will broadcast wake-up signal
to all nodes within its communication range;

4. A sleeping static node wakes up after receiving wake-
up signal from step 2 or 3 and stays active for time interval
T0, during which it will be able to perform intrusion detection
task. If no intruder is detected by the node, it will switch to
step 1 and follow the original sleep-scheduling algorithm.

The mobile sensing vehicles in IDEI do not follow any
sleep-scheduling mechanism and are always awake to detect
and track intruders.

By introducing the above sleep-scheduling mechanism,
IDEI is able to guarantee high-quality detection of the
intruder while reducing network energy consumption and
prolonging network lifetime.

VI. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we conduct simulation experiments to testify
the performance of IDEI against empowered intruders based
on vehicle collaboration sensing network and compare the
results with existing intrusion detection approaches based on
WSNs. The sensitivity of some key parameters of IDEI will
also be analyzed in this section.

The simulation is implemented on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-7700HQ (2.8GHz) computer using MATLAB. The main
parameter settings are shown in Tab.1 unless otherwise spec-
ified. The result is the average of 100 experiments. The setting
of relevant parameters is specified as follows:
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When studying the perceptual intensity on the intruder,
what we care about is the relative value among different
schemes. So we only need to guarantee the same value of
α for all schemes and we can simply set α = 1. For the
value of K , it can be referred to [35]. The values of β and
λ can be found in [10]. For kr , as we only need to decide the
direction of the action-force, kr can be set as 1 for simplicity
and the value of γ is described in [10]. The values of ω and
kl can be adjusted to modify the weights of the two move-
ment strategies in local cooperation state, and their values in
Tab.1 can achieve desirable intrusion detection performance
in our simulations. The values of krecv and ktrans can be seen
in [34] and ksen in [35].

TABLE 1. Notations and simulation settings.

A. COMPARISONS WITH EXISTING APPROACHES
IDEIwill be comparedwith three intrusion detection schemes
ofWSNs which are Static RD (random deployed static sensor
networks), KMsn (mobile sensor network based on kinetic
theory from [22]) and MTTA (target tracking with wireless

sensor networks in [25]). We will investigate the path expo-
sure, probability of remaining undetected, energy cost and
average displacement distance among the four schemes.

FIGURE 11. The trajectories of intrusion detection with different schemes.

Fig.11 shows the deployment of sensors as well as the
trajectories of the empowered intruder and mobile nodes
(if any) with a total of 100 nodes. The blue circle represents
the sensing range of static sensors while the red curves and
green lines represents the trajectory of the intruder andmobile
sensing vehicles respectively. Fig.11-(a) illustrates the situ-
ation where the empowered intruder travels across a static
sensor network, it can be seen that the empowered intruder
is able to plan its path and keep undetected by static sensors.
KMsn in Fig.11-(b) utilizes the mobility of sensors to cover
more areas. However, the mobile sensor in KMsn travels with
a fixed velocity and does not have a corresponding strategy
against the empowered intruder’s behavior thus high-quality
monitoring cannot be achieved. MTTA adopts a mechanism
where static sensors and mobile sensors work together to
construct intrusion detection system. However, the success
of MTTA requires the intruder being detected by some static
sensors, which is not likely to happen with the empowered
intruder. Fig.11-(c) shows that MTTA cannot perform well
against the empowered intruder. As a contrast, by using the
strategy of simple pursuit and local cooperation, the mobile
sensing vehicle in IDEI can monitor the empowered intruder
effectively, as shown in Fig.11-(d) where the trajectory of a
mobile sensing vehicle overlaps with that of the intruder to
perform continuous monitoring.
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FIGURE 12. Path exposure of the 4 schemes.

1) PATH EXPOSURE
Fig.12 shows the path exposure of the four intrusion detec-
tion schemes when the total number of nodes grows from
50 to 500. It can be seen that Static RD and KMsn have lower
path exposure in all cases. The reason is that sensors in these
two schemes cannot counter the strategy of the empowered
intruder. Compared with the former two, MTTA has a greater
path exposure intensity, but less than that of IDEI. As dis-
cussed above, the cooperation mechanism of MTTA relies on
the success detection by some static sensors, which often fails
due to the strategy of the empowered intruder.

The results of the path exposure are consistent with the
illustrations of trajectories in Fig.11. In addition, when the
total number of nodes grows, the path exposure of all four
schemes increases. Among them, the path exposure of IDEI
increases significantly, which indicates that by adopting the
pursuit and cooperation mechanism, the newly added sensors
are utilized effectively to provide better intrusion detection
service. On the contrary, the increment of the number of nodes
results in rather limited improvement in intrusion detection
performance with Static RD and KMsn.

2) PROBABILITY OF REMAINING UNDETECTED
WHEN CROSSING THE AREA
Fig.13 shows the probability of the empowered intruder to
remain undetected when crossing the area in all four schemes
where the total number of nodes grows from 50 to 500.
We can see that IDEI comes with the lowest probability, fol-
lowed by MTTA. On the contrary, there is a great chance that
the empowered intruder can cross themonitoring areawithout
being detected in Static RD andKMsn, which indicates a poor
intrusion detection performance. As the empowered intruder
takes a strategy of escaping from detection nodes, it suc-
cessfully keeps its distance from nodes in Static RD, KMsn
and MTTA to reduce the probability of being detected. The
probability of all four schemes decreases when the number
of nodes increases, which means that a dense network leads
to more opportunities of detection which is consistent with
practical experience.

FIGURE 13. The probability of the empowered intruder to remain
undetected.

FIGURE 14. Energy consumption of the 4 schemes.

3) ENERGY COST OF INTRUSION DETECTION TASK
Fig.14 displays the energy consumption of the four schemes
in intrusion detection tasks. The node consumes energy to
perform basic tasks such as data transmitting and data acqui-
sition [34], [35], which can be formulated as E = ksen · r1 +
krecv · r2 + ktrans · r3 · d2, where r1, r2, r3 are the amount of
data sampled, received and transmitted respectively and d is
the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. We can
see that MTTA and IDEI have a similar level of energy
consumption, much superior to Static RD and KMsn which
do not include any sleep-scheduling mechanism. BothMTTA
and IDEI are designed with a sleep-scheduling mechanism to
reduce the network’s energy consumption. In MTTA, some
static nodes will act as local control centers andwill broadcast
information about the intruder, resulting in extra energy cost
in data transmitting. In IDEI, both static nodes and mobile
sensing vehicles will broadcast wake-up signals to nearby
nodes when necessary, which also leads to extra data trans-
mitting energy consumption. Overall, both MTTA and IDEI
have desirable energy consumption but only IDEI can detect
empowered intruders effectively.
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4) DISPLACEMENT DISTANCE OF MOBILE SENSING NODES
Movement of a mobile sensing node will consume its energy,
therefore an ideal movement strategy will try to minimize the
displacement distance of sensors while guaranteeing desir-
able intrusion detection performance. Fig. 15 shows the total
moving distance of mobile nodes in KMsn, MTTA and IDEI
(mobile sensing vehicles) when the number of nodes grows
from 50 to 500. It can be seen that the total moving distances
of MTTA and IDEI are significantly less than that of KMsn.
The fact that mobile nodes in KMsn always conduct uni-
form motion, which results in unnecessary displacement dis-
tance in the detection process. Considering its poor intrusion
detection quality and high energy consumption, KMsn is not
the ideal scheme for intrusion detection against empowered
intruders.

FIGURE 15. Displace distance of the 4 schemes.

Note that the moving distance of mobile nodes in MTTA
is slightly less than that of IDEI. In fact, the mobile nodes
in MTTA follow instructions from special static nodes
(L0 in [25]) and move towards the target. However, L0 cannot
detect the empowered intruder effectively due to its evasion
strategy so it probably would not broadcast such instructions,
which results in less moving distance forMTTA. Considering
that IDEI has significant superiority of intrusion detection
performance, a slightly increment of moving distance is
acceptable.

The above simulation experiments verify that IDEI
achieves a satisfactory intrusion detection performance with
less energy consumption and total moving distance.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF KEY PARAMETERS
In the context of intrusion detection for empowered intruders,
the sensing and moving ability of the intruder against that of
the detection nodes has critical influence on the performance
of IDEI. The proportion of mobile sensing vehicles will also
influence the quality of intrusion detection. In this subsection,
we will conduct simulations to study the impact of some key
parameters on the performance of IDEI.

1) SENSING RANGE OF THE INTRUDER
The sensing ability of the empowered intruder will affect the
detection performance of IDEI. We study the influence of
RsenI by fixing the sensing range of detection nodes (involved
mobile sensing vehicles and static ones) and altering RsenI
to compare the path exposure in different settings. It can
be seen from Fig.16-(a) that the path exposure decreases
gradually when RsenI increases. The reason is that a greater
RsenI enables the empowered intruder to discover detection
nodes farther away thus has sufficient time to react. It might
change its direction even before entering the sensing range
of detection nodes when RsenI is large enough. The result
of path exposure coincides with the trajectories illustrated in
Fig.16-(b) (RsenI = 5m) and Fig.16-(c) (RsenI = 15m).

FIGURE 16. The impact of the intruder’s sensing range.

2) MAXIMAL VELOCITY OF THE INTRUDER
The mobility ability of the intruder is mainly decided by its
maximum speed. Here we fix the maximum speed of mobile
sensing vehicles (10m/s) and alter VI to compare the average
path exposure. We can see from Fig.17-(a) that the path
exposure decreases when VI increases. The reason is that a
greater VI enables the empowered intruder to escape quickly
when it finds detection nodes around. In addition, when the
speed of the intruder becomes greater than Vmsv, mobile
sensing vehicles can no longer track the intruder continu-
ously, so the path exposure continues to decrease, which is in
consistent with the trajectories in Fig.17-(b) and Fig.17-(c).
However, we can see from Fig.17-(c) that even in the case
where VI > Vmsv, the mobile sensing vehicles in IDEI will
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FIGURE 17. The impact of the intruder’s maximal velocity.

FIGURE 18. The impact of the proportion of mobile sensing vehicles.

still try to track the intruder as long as possible. Compared
with the case in KMsn where nodes move independently
regardless of the location of the intruder, IDEI makes use of
the mobility of sensing vehicle more effectively.

3) PROPORTION OF MOBILE SENSING VEHICLES
Another key parameter of IDEI is the proportion of mobile
sensing vehicles among all detection nodes. Here the total
number of nodes is fixed (N = 100) and the proportion of
mobile sensing vehicles is varied to compare the average path
exposure in different settings. Fig.18-(a) shows that the intru-
sion detection performance improves when the number of
mobile sensing vehicles increases. Fig.18-(b) and Fig.18-(c)
show that the trajectories of nodes at different numbers of
mobile sensing vehicles. The reason for this change tendency
is that more mobile sensing vehicles can result in more oppor-
tunities of tracking the intruder and filling the coverage holes.
However, when the proportion of mobile sensing vehicles
reaches a certain value (0.65 in our case), the path exposure
no longer increases. In fact, the excessive number of mobile
sensing vehicles means insufficient static nodes, which will
result in the failure of the local cooperation strategy. In view
of this, the proportion of mobile sensing vehicles should be
carefully chosen in practical applications according to task
requirements and cost constraints.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we first put forward the model of empow-
ered intruder. Compared with naive intruders, the empowered
intruder can locate detection nodes nearby and escape from
them to reduce the probability of being detected. Aiming
at the challenge brought by the empowered intruder, a dis-
tributed intrusion detection scheme IDEI based on vehicle
collaboration sensing network is proposed. Mobile sens-
ing vehicles are utilized to track the empowered intruder
to achieve high-quality monitoring and a sleep-scheduling
mechanism is designed for static sensors to reduce energy
consumption. In addition, there is a mobile sensing vehicle
that acts as an edge computing node in each monitoring area
to satisfy the requirements of low latency and high-quality
service.

The simulation results demonstrate that compared with
existing methods, the proposed scheme has better intrusion
detection performance against empowered intruders as well
as improved energy cost. Sensitivity analysis also reveals the
impact of some important parameters on the performance
of IDEI.

For future work, we plan to combine our scheme with
trace prediction method based on data fusion techniques to
form amore complete intrusion detection system. In addition,
combination of intrusion detection and edge computing is an
important research direction, but how to select the optimal
edge nodes in the system is still a challenge. Therefore, in the
following work, we will focus on the selection strategy of the
edge nodes to improve the efficiency of intrusion detection.
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